Design for a generic knowledge base for autonomic QoE optimization in multimedia access networks
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Abstract—The management of access networks to guarantee the Quality of Experience for multiplex services, is complicated by the heterogeneity in service specific and home network configurations. The appropriate action to restore the QoE is highly dependent on the type of service, the affected user, etc. This requires an almost per-user and per-service management. Through autonomous reasoning, the required QoE restorative actions for underperforming services can be determined in a scalable way. This reasoning process needs a solid knowledge base, containing information about the network, the services and the QoE restorative actions that can be undertaken. This article gives an overview of these requirements and presents an OWL/SWRL based knowledge base that can be used in an autonomous QoE management architecture for the access network. Besides storing all information, the proposed knowledge base will autonomously deduce new information. This new information can be used to raise alarms to higher layers in the architecture or to autonomously propose QoE restorative actions for underperforming services.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s broadband access networks, operators are focusing on the deployment of new added value services such as IPTV over DSL networks, Video on Demand (VOD) and on-line gaming. Of prime importance in defining the quality of these services is the Quality of Experience (QoE); the quality as experienced by the end-user. Each of these services has large service demands in terms of bandwidth, tolerable packet loss, delay and jitter. In order to meet these demands, current access networks are evolving from a best-effort service delivery to a QoS-aware triple-play service delivery. The management of these networks to guarantee the Quality of Experience has been complicated by several factors. First, the degradation of service QoE due to network anomalies such as packet loss and jitter, is highly dependent on the type of service and the current context of the network. For example, an interactive service such as VoIP is typically more vulnerable to delay than a broadcast service. Second, user home networks are complex networks of their own, consisting of different technologies (e.g. wired and wireless) and different user devices (e.g. set top boxes, traditional PCs, etc.), with users concurrently accessing different services.

Due to this heterogeneity in service specific and home network configurations, every drop in service QoE must be tackled in a different way. Autonomic management of the access network offers a solution that is able to perform a per-user and per-service management in a scalable way. Through autonomic reasoning, the best suitable QoE restorative action (e.g. performing retransmissions) is chosen in each situation. We defined an autonomic architecture to maximize the QoE of all running services in the access network. This architecture spans the complete network from service originator up to the end user, as shown in Figure 1. It consists of 3 layers: the Monitor Plane (MPlane), the Knowledge Plane (KPlane) and the Action Plane (APlane). Their functionality is detailed in section III. A solid knowledge base is required to build the management framework upon. In this paper, we report about the design of an ontology for autonomic QoE reasoning in the access network.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, we explore related work in the field of ontolo-
gies and autonomous QoE reasoning. Our generic reasoning architecture and its requirements for the knowledge base are discussed in respectively section III and IV. Section V presents the designed ontology and section VI details how this ontology can be used to incorporate autonomic behavior where the right configuration of QoE optimizing actions is autonomously chosen when a QoE drop occurs. The performance of an ontology approach is discussed in section VII, while section VIII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The concept of a Knowledge Plane was originally presented in [1] as a layer that enables the autonomic detection and recovery of network anomalies. We applied the Knowledge Plane concept in an access network and have first set out the architecture of an autonomous access network Knowledge Plane in [2]. We focus on the complexity of the Quality of Experience management in networks, incurred by the wide variety of new services that has emerged in recent years, such as Broadcast TV, Video on Demand, IP telephony, etc. In previous research, we have concentrated on monitoring algorithms for the Monitor Plane, to provide the Knowledge Plane with a set of information of the network status and the QoE of the running services [3], [4], [5]. These algorithms were successfully integrated on the access node of a network equipment vendor [6]. In [7], we reported on the architecture of an autonomic Knowledge Plane component on the access node and an analytical component for the reasoning. The concept of applying neural networks to implement the Knowledge Plane to enhance the QoE was introduced in [8], together with some first results and design guidelines.

All previous papers focused on the different steps of the autonomous loop (monitoring, reasoning and taking QoE optimizing actions). In each step, more knowledge becomes available, and the need of gathering this plethora of information in a scalable and highly accessible manner increases. In this paper, we are targeting a knowledge base that stores all relevant information to the problem domain and provides the higher layers (MPlane, KPlane and APlane) with a solid basis of knowledge. We propose to use ontologies, modeled through the Ontology Web Language (OWL) [9] in combination with a rule based extension called Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [10]. Ontologies are mainly used in the context of the Semantic Web but have also proven their use in the design of context-aware applications [11], [12]. Furthermore, ontologies have been successfully applied to computer networks related topics such as sensor networks [13] and P2P routing [14]. In the domain of network management, ontologies have also been proposed. The authors of [15] argue that ontologies alone do not suffice to perform a complete network management and use a combination of an ontology model and policies. In [16], an ontology is presented to model service operator policies to represent both the data and relationships between the data for all stakeholder views. The ontology design presented in this paper complements the designs presented in [15] and [16] but focuses more on a way to optimize the QoE of running services. Furthermore, we use the SWRL rule language to deduce additional information and introduce autonomic behavior.

III. ARCHITECTURE

In Figure 1, a functional view on the architecture is presented. It spans the complete network from service originator to the end-user and its functionality is defined through three separate layers: the Monitor Plane, the Knowledge Plane and the Action Plane. These 3 layers are constructed around a central knowledge base and map to the Monitor-Plan-Execute (MAPE) autonomous control loop that was originally presented by IBM [17]. The architecture is presented in Figure 2.

The main objective of the MPlane is to provide the autonomous loop with a complete and detailed view of the network. Probes at every network element (e.g. access nodes, video servers) monitor parameters such as packet loss, router queue sizes etc. More service specific information can also be monitored such as the frame rate of video services. The data generated by the MPlane algorithms can be summarized both temporarily (e.g. calculating an average over the last hour) and spatially (e.g. comparing retransmission requests for the same service from different users). The knowledge base thus not only comprises raw monitoring data, but should also contain processed monitor info, to facilitate the reasoning process of the Knowledge Plane.

The Knowledge Plane determines in an autonomic way the right QoE optimizations to take, based on the input from the Monitor Plane. We defined a three-step process where each step analyzes the knowledge currently available and forwards its decision to the next component in the chain. First, suboptimal situations that lead to QoE drops in the controlled network are detected. The relevant knowledge is forwarded to the problem tracking step. Here, the location and cause of the QoE drop are pinpointed. In some cases, the reasoning component might decide that the currently available knowledge is not sufficient to determine the appropriate actions to take. In such a case, it can decide to perform additional tests through active monitoring. The final step in the Knowledge Plane is the problem solving step, where the appropriate QoE restorative action is determined. Examples of restorative actions include applying Forward Error Correction (FEC) to a bit stream to make it more resilient against packet loss, switching a video to a lower bit rate, etc. The KPlane operates in tight interaction with the knowledge base. It extracts information about the network configuration, the available restorative actions and the specifics of the running services. The knowledge base also contains the history of previously undertaken actions and their effect. This allows to improve its decision process by evaluating the effect of previous actions in similar circumstances, a function of the learning controller. Additionally, the knowledge base will have an autonomic component of its own that can evaluate the knowledge available and trigger some actions on the higher layers. For example, the knowledge base can analyze the measured monitor values and warn the KPlane when a monitor value exceeds a certain threshold.
The Action Plane is responsible for the execution of the QoE optimization actions determined by the KPlane. The Action Plane receives a complete configuration of which actions to take from the KPlane. Based on this configuration, the APPlane instructs specific nodes to alter their network configuration. The knowledge base must thus contain an overview of the possible actions and the capabilities of each network node.

The Knowledge Base provides a way of storing all knowledge derived from the three planes and can be seen as the basis for enabling autonomic behavior. This autonomic behavior is primarily achieved through the KPlane functionality, which uses the knowledge base information to steer both the MPlane and APPlane. As the solution proposed in this paper is able to propose new QoE restorative actions for underperforming services, our knowledge base will also incorporate autonomic behavior. However, this autonomic behavior should be seen as a fast way of autonomously solving local problems. In the past, we discussed the design of specific KPlane components based on neural networks [8]. The autonomic behavior introduced by the knowledge base complements these components but does not try to replace them.

IV. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

From the previous section, it is clear that every plane in the architecture operates in tight cooperation with the knowledge base. Therefore, it must be properly structured so that it can be easily accessed and queried by each plane. Furthermore, the myriad of knowledge must be stored in a generic representation that can express the complete network, the services and the possible QoE restorative actions. On top of that, it should be easily extensible to allow adding new services, actions, etc. In this section, we provide a detailed overview of all requirements for the knowledge base.

A first set of requirements is related to the network topology. Our architecture targets an access network model, spanning all network elements along the end-to-end path from service originator up to the end user. The knowledge base must contain a network model with the topology, link and node characteristics. An important challenge is how to model the home network topology and its devices in a generic way. As stated in the introduction, this is a complicating factor in the QoE management.

Once the network model is contained in the knowledge base, knowledge must be added about the services running over the network and the policy for each of these services. The network route of each service is valuable information, since present access networks transport a lot of multicast services such as Broadcast TV. Other important service parameters are the location and number of the requesting users. For these type of services, it is important to correlate the information of all users requesting the service. Furthermore, the operator must be able to define a policy for each service. This includes QoS transport classes in the access network, tolerable delay, jitter, etc.

In order to determine the appropriate action, the reasoner must know which actions can be performed at which location. For example, it is important to know which nodes are capable of adding FEC packets to a bit stream. This also achieves the distributed behavior of the Knowledge Plane, present in all nodes of the access network. Combined with the policy defined by the operator, the knowledge base should allow easy detection of underperforming services.

The information about the network topology, the provided services and the QoE restorative actions, is rather static. The knowledge base must also contain more dynamic parameters, reflecting the actual network status. The Monitor Plane continuously fills up the knowledge base with information about the status of all network components. It is not scalable to keep all this information in the knowledge base. Therefore, structures
must be present to represent higher level monitor information, aggregated over time and/or space.

V. AN OWL/SWRL BASED KNOWLEDGE BASE

In this section we propose an ontology based approach as knowledge base implementation. The proposed ontology uses OWL to model the different concepts and SWRL as a basic rule language for deriving new information. This section is organized as follows. First, the basic concepts of ontologies and their advantages with respect to other representations are explained. Second, we detail how the different concepts discussed in section III and IV can be modeled and how SWRL can be used to detect problematic services.

A. Introduction to ontologies, OWL and SWRL

A brief definition of an ontology can be found in [18]: "An ontology is a specification of a conceptualisation in the context of knowledge sharing". An ontology describes in a formal manner the concepts and relationships, existing in a particular system and using a machine-processable common vocabulary within a computerised system. An ontology is constructed by formalising the concepts in the problem domain and specifying the relationships and logic that exist behind the concepts. For example, monitoring the packet loss of a service can be defined by constructing two concepts: PacketLoss and Service. The two concepts can be connected by defining a relationship between PacketLoss and Service called isMonitorValueFor.

As ontologies incorporate first order logic, they go beyond class definitions in object oriented programming languages or regular databases. Once the concepts and relationships are chosen, logic expressions and inference rules can be declared to further deduce information about the concepts and properties within the ontology. OWL is a modeling language for ontologies based on XML and incorporates the ability to form logic expressions to classify existing individuals into concepts. For example, using OWL, a BadUser can be defined as sub-concept of the User concept that has at least one relationship with the concept BadService, where a BadService concept denotes a problematic service. Using an off-the-shelf reasoner and these logic expressions, an ontology can autonomously deduce this new information. SWRL augments the OWL language with the ability to add rules to an OWL knowledge base. These rules provide the freedom to insert new individuals into the knowledge base and use mathematical equations or any other defined relationship. For example, based on two concepts: a PacketLoss and a PacketLossPolicy (stating how high the packet loss may be) a PacketLoss instance can be classified as an instance of the BadPacketLoss concept if its value is greater or equal than the one of the PacketLossPolicy. Such behavior is not possible by only using OWL. More generic examples are described in the next paragraph.

B. Ontology design

We constructed an ontology using OWL that incorporates the requirements of the knowledge base described in section IV. For each function, we describe a high level view of the ontology submodel that represents this information. Furthermore, we illustrate how we used the concepts of OWL restrictions and SWRL rules to come to an autonomic component inside the knowledge base itself that is capable of raising alarms if needed.

1) Network topology information: Figure 3 shows how the network topology can be modeled in an ontology. We define a network as being a set of network objects. Each network object can either be a link or a node. The relationship between these two concepts states how nodes are connected to links and vice versa. This is a rather trivial solution but one that immediately highlights an advantage of employing ontologies: based on existing topology information new information can be deduced. Here, SWRL can be used to define the symmetric hasNeighbour relationship; two different nodes will be neighbours if they share the same link. When using SWRL, a rule inference engine will add the hasNeighbour relationship between any two instances of the Node concept if rule (1) applies for those instances. As the hasNeighbour relationship is defined as symmetric, the hasNeighbour(?b, ?a) relationship will automatically be added too.

\[ Node(?a) \land Node(?b) \land differentFrom(?a, ?b) \land hasLink(?a, ?I) \land hasLink(?b, ?I) \land Link(?I) \Rightarrow hasNeighbour(?a, ?b) \] (1)

2) Service and policy information: A more complex case is modeling administrative information such as service and policy information. This part of the ontology enables an operator to model which users have access to the network, what kind of subscription they have and what services they may access. As illustrated in Figure 4, an instance of a User concept can have a Subscription (e.g. a high speed internet subscription) and each subscription can have access to one or more service types (e.g. a BroadcastTV service), denoted by the ServiceType concept. Furthermore, an operator can
enforce a policy for each service and subscription type. We defined a policy as being a minimum and maximum value for any combination of the MonitorParameter, ServiceType and Subscription concepts. These values describe the minimum and maximum value instance of the MonitorParameter concept (e.g., packet loss ratio) must have to be classified as a normal MonitorParameter. A policy will be defined for each combination of ServiceType, Subscription and MonitorParameter. As will be discussed later, if a monitor value does not fit the range specified in a policy, the ontology will autonomously detect this and a flag will be raised activating the problem detection step in the architecture described in section III.

3) Information about QoE optimizing actions: This submodel will describe the capabilities present in the Action Plane and the configuration of each node at a given time. We want to describe static information such as the different high-level actions, how these actions can be implemented and the QoE optimizing capabilities of each node in the network. We also require more dynamic information such as the current and past configuration of each node in terms of QoE optimizing actions. Figure 5 denotes the concepts and relationships available in this ontology. In this submodel, instances of the Action concept (e.g., applying FEC) have different ActionEnabler instances (e.g., generate FEC parity packets, decode the parity packets and reconstruct the stream) which represents the static Action Plane knowledge. The dynamic ActionPlane knowledge is represented through the ActionConfiguration concept which defines which instances of the ActionEnabler concept exist for a given time and node. This enables us to incorporate past information, which can be necessary for the reasoning step in the Knowledge Plane.

4) Monitor information: As illustrated in Figure 6, the information available in this submodel is the most advanced of the four submodels and represents the knowledge available in the Monitor Plane. Here, different aspects are described: the complete set of monitor values measured, the different services currently running over the network, the different routes for each service, etc. Therefore, several new concepts are defined. A concept MonitorValue and its child concept ServiceSpecificValue is introduced. These concepts describe the actual measured values and have a relationship with a certain MonitorParameter value, that describe a certain metric that can be monitored (e.g., packet loss, jitter, delay).

Instances of the ServiceSpecificValue concept represent monitor values directly related to a specific service (e.g., the measured packet loss ratio for a VoD running from node A to B) and therefore have a relationship with a new concept: Service. The Service concept defines an actual service running in the network between two or more endpoints. As different type of services (e.g., BroadcastTV, VoD, on-line gaming) can occur in the network, a service will have some service type. Furthermore, the MonitorValue concept has a relationship with a pre-defined Time concept to mark the time at which a measurement was performed and relationships with the Node and NetworkObject concept to mark where a measurement was measured, respectively. Finally, each service can have one or more routes, defined as a “linked list” of PartOfRoute concepts. This information can also be deduced using OWL and SWRL.

\[
\text{ServiceSpecificValue}(?mon) \land \text{hasValue}(?mon, ?val) \\
\land \text{isValueForService}(?mon, ?ser) \land \text{Service}(?ser) \\
\land \text{Policy}(?pol) \land \text{hasService}(?pol, ?serType) \\
\land \text{ServiceType}(?serType) \land \text{isTypeOf}(?serType, ?ser) \\
\land \text{hasMonitorParameter}(?pol, ?monpar) \\
\land \text{isParameterFor}(?mon, ?monpar) \\
\land \text{MonitorParameter}(?monpar) \\
\land \text{minValue}(?pol, ?minval) \land \text{maxValue}(?pol, ?maxval) \\
\land \text{survB: lessThan}(?val, ?minval) \\
\land \text{survB: greaterThan}(?val, ?maxval) \\
\Rightarrow \text{BadServiceSpecificValue}(?mon)
\] (2)

This submodel provides the knowledge base with a huge amount of information that changes rapidly over time. Therefore, the monitor information can be seen as the most crucial and largest piece of information available in the ontology. Consequently, it is important to further classify this large set of data to have a better look at the different pieces of information available without needing to look at each single monitor data value. Here, we explain how SWRL can be used to aid by means of alarm raising and give some examples. The general idea is to use SWRL to determine whether a particular monitor value can lead to network anomalies by comparing it with some reference values (e.g., described in the Policy concept).

If such a value exceeds the allowed values, it will be classified
as being part of a specific concept: BadMonitorValue or BadServiceSpecificValue for general and service specific
monitor values, respectively.

By adding different SWRL rules that will classify
the monitor values into BadMonitorValue and
BadServiceSpecificValue concepts, the operator can
enforce a policy that dictates when a certain network
configuration can be seen as a problematic situation.
This forms the basis for the higher layer Knowledge Plane
functionality of detecting problems based on the information
available in the knowledge base. A example of such a policy
can be that any type of monitor parameter for a specific
service may not exceed a certain threshold. Rule (2) illustrates
how this can be translated to SWRL. At first sight, this seems
rather complex but the majority of terms in the rule are
constructs to support some of the specifics of ontologies
(e.g. open world reasoning). The terms swrlb: lessThan
and swrlb: greaterThan are built-in SWRL functions that
perform numerical comparison.

Based on the new concepts of BadMonitorValue and
BadServiceSpecificValue additional concepts can be de-
dined that classify bad users, nodes, links, services, routes,
etc. Again, the operator has the freedom of defining what
the specifics of these concepts are. For example, one op-
erator can define a BadNetworkObject concept as a
network object that has at least one BadMonitorValue
or BadServiceSpecificValue, while another operator will
require that all monitor values are instances of the
BadServiceSpecificValue or BadMonitorValue
concepts. This can be expressed fairly straightforward using OWL
restrictions (3) and (4) on the BadNetworkObject concept,
respectively.

\[
\exists \text{hasMeasurements}
\]

\[
\text{BadMonitorValue} \cup \text{BadServiceSpecificValue}
\]

(3)

\[
\forall \text{hasMeasurements}
\]

\[
\text{BadMonitorValue} \cup \text{BadServiceSpecificValue}
\]

(4)

VI. DETAILED SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

As described in section V the proposed ontology can clas-
sify existing monitor information to raise alarms if a monitor
value exceeds the allowed values stated in a policy. Through
this alarm raising technique, drops in the QoE of monitored
services will be detected. However, real autonomic behavior
also means that the right QoE optimizing actions should be
executed in response to a QoE drop. In this section, we present
how the ontology can be used to realize such autonomic
behavior.

To illustrate the QoE optimizing behavior of both tech-
niques, we employed a scenario where a number of Broad-
cast TV (BCTV) channels are being streamed in the access
network. However, in contrast to a typical BCTV service, the
streaming server transmits the same video stream in different
bit rates. For each bit rate version, the server also transmits a
stream of Forward Error Correction (FEC) packets. These FEC
packets enable the client to restore the data packet stream in
case a number of data packets are lost at the cost of additional
traffic. We use optimal erasure codes, where the reception of
\(N\) packets out of \(N\) data packets and \(K\) FEC packets allows
the receiver to reconstruct the original \(N\) data packets. For
this scenario, we position the architecture consisting of the
knowledge base and the three planes on the access node.
The MPlane in the access node gathers information on the
packet loss between the access node and the end device.
Also information about the used bandwidth on the access line
is collected. The obtained monitor values are stored in the
ontology and monitor values that indicate a QoE drop will be
autonomously detected through the definition of a policy. In
this scenario, a policy can state that the packet loss ratio of a
BroadcastTV service type must be between 0% and 0.5%
and the used bandwidth must be between 0% and 0.90% of
the total link capacity. When a monitor value exceeds the value
stated in its policy it will be classified as a problematic value
(for example, as a result of rule 2). The KPlane will then need
to propose a QoE optimizing action to the API the to restore the
original QoE. In the proposed scenario, the KPlane can take
two QoE optimizing actions. First, it can lower or increase
the video bit rate to solve congestion or increase the video quality,
respectively. Second, it can add more or less FEC packets to
solve packet loss due to bit errors.

Figure 7 shows an example of the actions that can be taken
in the access node. The KPlane component decides that the
client should receive a high bandwidth video and a number of
FEC packets. This can correspond to a scenario where there
is packet loss on a link in the home network or on the xDSL
line and where enough bandwidth is available on the access
line to support both the high bandwidth version of the BCTV
channel and the FEC packets. Only some of the generated FEC
packets are streamed to the client, as no more are needed to
solve the packet loss.

While the proposed ontology is a way of constructing a
knowledge base, its SWRL based reasoning technique can also
be used to perform the KPlane functionality. This augments
the ontology from a knowledge base capable of performing alarm
raising to an autonomic reasoner that can use its knowledge
to optimize the QoE of services. For example, SWRL can
be used to express the amount of FEC packets that are
necessary to cope with a certain level of packet loss. This is
illustrated in rule (5) which sets the number of FEC packets
to

\[
\frac{N \cdot \text{Ploss}}{1 - \text{Ploss}}
\]

where \(\text{Ploss}\) is the measured packet loss and \(N\) is the number of data packets in the FEC stream. This
value is the theoretical value $K$ of parity packets needed to cope with $P_{loss}$ packet loss. In this rule, $BadMonitorValue$ and $RecentMonitorValue$ are two derived concepts that will be autonomously deduced using an ontology reasoner. The $BadMonitorValue$ was introduced in section V, while $RecentMonitorValue$ denotes the last added monitor value. The IP addresses of the access node and client, together with the FEC parameter $N$ can be seen as a constant. This is just an illustration of a possible rule. More complex rules are also possible that combine different actions together. When this ontology approach is used, a measurement value that exceeds a policy will autonomously be classified as problematic. This classification will in turn fire some SWRL rules that add a particular instance of the $ActionConfiguration$ concept to the knowledge base. Finally, this will trigger the APane that will execute the new configuration into the network.

$$BadMonitorValue(?m) \land hasValue(?value) \land MonitorParameter(?p) \land hasName(?p, ‘packetloss’) \land isParameterFor(?p, ?m) \land RecentMonitorValue(?m) \land Node(?client) \land Node(?access_node) \land isMeasuredOn(?m, ?access_node) \land has1P(?access_node, <ip_of_access_node>) \land hasMeasurements(?client, ?m) \land hasIP(?client, <ip_of_client>) \land swrlb: multiply(?tmp1, ?value, N) \land swrlb: subtract(?tmp2, 1, ?value) \land swrlb: integerdivide(?fecvalue, ?tmp1, ?tmp2) \land ActionEnabler(?filterFEC) \land Time(?now) \land hasName(?filterFEC, ‘Filter FEC’) \Rightarrow ActionConfiguration(?fec) \land hasValue(?fec, ?fecvalue) \land hasActionEnabler(?fec, ?filterFEC) \land hasNode(?fec, ?access_node) \land hasTime(?fec, ?now)$$

(5)

The ontology can provide the architecture with the KPlane reasoning functionality as long as the reasoning process can be expressed in rules and the rules are not too complex. However, in some cases it is difficult to find a clear mapping between the measured values (e.g. packet loss ratio) and the desired QoE optimizing action (e.g. how much FEC to apply). In this case, more advanced techniques are necessary. In the past, we proposed two reasoning components for the KPlane that both are able to determine the best QoE optimizing actions for the described scenario when random packet loss or congestion occurs. The first is a analytical reasoner, based on a set of equations, the second is neural network approach. We refer to [8] for more information. Both approaches use the knowledge base functionality provided by the ontology. Using the additional capabilities of the ontology to also propose QoE optimizing actions can be seen as an extension to the knowledge base and a third approach in implementing the KPlane functionality. All approaches are viable solutions to find the best QoE optimizing actions in response to a QoE drop. The ontology approach has the advantage of simplicity as it uses the already employed knowledge base, the analytical and neural network based approach will be more powerful.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our ontology approach in terms of timing constraints. The framework presented in section 2 is targeted to operate in real-time on the scale of an access network. The ontology will be frequently updated with monitor values and/or action configurations to improve the QoE. Therefore, the time for the reasoner to check the ontology consistency and/or to detect failing services is an important parameter. We implemented the proposed ontology on two common ontology frameworks: the JENA framework complemented with the SDB library [19] and the Protégé-OWL API [20]. Both frameworks used a PostgreSQL 8.2.6 database as a storage backend. We measured the time necessary to store and retrieve a monitor value. All tests were performed on an AMD Athlon 2200MHz processor with 512MB RAM and repeated 10,000 times. Table I illustrates the results of these tests. It is clear that the Protégé OWL API outperforms JENA. As storing a monitor value takes 5.7ms in the Protégé OWL API, approximately 175 monitor values can be stored per second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>STDEV(Read)</th>
<th>STDEV(Write)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JENA</td>
<td>6.7767</td>
<td>22.3111</td>
<td>0.068967</td>
<td>0.134956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protégé OWL</td>
<td>2.2912</td>
<td>5.7113</td>
<td>0.00426</td>
<td>0.08381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These tests highlight the importance of summarizing the available monitor information. As different services are passing through each node in the network, a huge amount of monitoring information will be available. The network nodes will need to aggregate this information and signal it to the centralized autonomic architecture. The amount of aggregation is a key factor in the effectiveness of this approach. Additionally, local autonomic architectures that only have a limited knowledge about the network can be placed in the network nodes themselves. In this case, the network nodes tackle local problems and signal a more aggregated version to the centralized architecture, which solves crucial QoE drops. Investigating the level of aggregation needed and improving the performance of the ontology (e.g. by employing a hybrid in-memory and database approach) is part of future work.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We designed an ontology that models the knowledge present in an autonomic architecture that optimizes the QoE in multimedia access networks. The ontology forms a knowledge base for three higher layers: a Monitor Plane that will monitor the network and publish information into the ontology, a Knowledge Plane that will reason about the available information to detect network anomalies and propose QoE optimizing actions and an Action Plane that is responsible for executing the QoE optimizing actions into the network.

The proposed ontology models both static information (e.g. the network topology and QoE optimizing capabilities of each node) and dynamic information (e.g. monitor values measured by the Monitor Plane). We described how the SWRL rule language can be used to reason on the available knowledge and insert new information. We illustrated, amongst others, some SWRL rules to autonomously define the hasNeighbour relationship between two network nodes and to autonomously achieve some kind of alarm raising where monitor values that can lead to QoE drops are detected.

Besides basic alarm raising, the ontology can also be used to enable real autonomic behavior where the right configuration of QoE optimizing actions is computed using SWRL rules. We presented a scenario and illustrated how SWRL rules can be used to find the best QoE optimizing actions for this scenario. We also illustrated how a more complex technique based on neural networks can be used if ontologies don’t suffice.

The designed ontology focuses on the information present in the Monitor Plane and how this information can be used to detect network anomalies and propose new QoE optimizing actions. In related work, other ontologies have been proposed that concentrate more on a higher level view of network management where policies, users and other stakeholders are the main concepts. Our ontology focuses on the autonomic character of the network management. Using SWRL rules, the ontology can perform autonomic behavior of its own to improve the QoE of all services in the network. As these ontologies are complementary with ours, we foresee to combine them with our solution to provide a clearer view of today’s broadband networks. Furthermore, we are targeting a closer integration with the architecture described in section III that is also able to formalise the decision making process.
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